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The Sweep N Fill Grooming Brush Introduction  

The Sweep N Fill is a tow-behind grooming brush with 2 counter-rotating cylinder 
brushes, which is used by groundskeepers to improve the playing quality and the 
 growing environment of the turf on golf courses and sports fields. 

The Sweep N Fill may be towed behind a variety of lightweight utility vehicles or  
tractors commonly used for turf maintenance. 

The brushes are set in motion by a turf tire coming into contact with the ground which 
then drives a chain and sprocket assembly and turns the brush. Each brush is powered 
by its own drive tire. 

A 12 volt electric actuator is the device that raises and lowers the unit. As the drive tire 
lifts off the ground, the brushes stop turning- also when the town vehicle stops, the 
brushes will stop turning. 

The Sweep N Fill has a variety of uses. As a ‘groomer’ the brush lifts the long laid-over 
grass blades upright so that can be cleanly mowed off. The brush is also used to  
incorporate topdressing materials into the turf canopy. The mechanical action of the 
brush places the topdressing deeper into the canopy so the materials are not removed 
in the next mowing operation, as is typical when using one of the ‘static’ or ‘fixed’ 
brooms that are on the market. Lastly, the brush is the preferred tool for backfilling 
topdressing materials into the holes left in the surface by core aerification or spiking 
procedures that are routinely used in turf maintenance. 

Only general maintenance is required by the operator including: keeping tires properly 
inflated; adjustment of the drive chains so that there is 1/2 to 1 inch of chain deflection 
at the midpoint between the sprockets, rinsing the unit after use so that the soil, sand, 
grass or fertilizer are removed from the unit. Store the unit so that bristles are not in 
contact with a floor, wall or anything that would distort the bristles. 

The Sweep n Fill is not intended to remove aerifier cores from a playing surface or to 
move large amounts of soil or sand over the turf. 
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Identification Markings 
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Sweep N Fill III Major Component Description 

1  Frame Assembly
2  Transport Axle Assembly  
3   Tongue Assembly 
4   Hitch  
5   Front Brush Assembly 
6  Rear Brush Assembly  
7   Electroc (12 Volt) Actuator  
8  Drove - Wheel / Tire Assembly (typical 2) 
9  Transport - Wheel / Tire Assembly (typical 2) 
10  Chain Guard Cover (typical 2) 
35   Actuator Control Box (not shown) 
36  Actuator Harness (not shown)
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Initial Sweep N Fill III Assembly Requirements 

1  Assemble Tongue (#3) to Frame (#1) as shown using (2) 3/8-16 x 2 1/2”    
  long carriage bolts with (2) 3/8 serrated lock nuts- Fully tighten (fig. 1)
2   Assemble Hitch (#4) to Tongue (#3) as shown using (4) 3/8- 16 x 1” long    
  hex bolts with (4) 3/8 serrated lock nuts- do not tighten at the point (fig 1) 
3   Connect Actuator Control Box (#35) to Actuator Harness (#36) as shown in (fig 1a) 
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Initial Sweep N Fill III Setup Requirements 

1  After initial assembly steps are completed position the SNF III on a level flat surface.  
2   Attached the SNF III to the desired pull vehicle. Adjust Hitch (#4) up or down (fig. 2a)  
  such that Tongue (#3) is parallel to the ground plane as shown in (fig. 2)Secure Hitch  
  (#4) in the desired position and tighten bolts.  
3  Connect the actuator control box battery clips to the pull vehicle battery. 
4  WARNING.. Ensure that all actuator control box wiring is properly routed  
  so entanglement is prevented.  
5   Raise transport Wheels (#9) as shown in (fig. 2) such that the SNF III is resting on the  
   Drive Wheels (#8)
  NOTE: Actuator (#7) is fully extended 
6  Adjust (4) brush height adjustments bolts leaving 1/8” to 1/4” space between  
  washer and lock nut (fig 2b) 
7  Remove both Chain guard covers (#10) and check chain tension. Chain shown have   
  between 1/2” to 1” deflection at point “A” as shown in (fig. 2c) to get the desired chain  
  deflection. Replace Chain Guard covers (#10) 
  WARNING.. Never Operate SNF III With Chain Guard Covers Removed!
8   Check tire pressure- inflate both Drive and Transport tires to 14psi. (97 kPa) 
9   Always ensure that the SNF III is properly greased (see the maintenance section for  
  lubrication points). For your convenience the SNF III has initially been fully greased in  
  the factory.  
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Maintenance requirements / Suggestions 

NOTE: Your SNF III has been designed for the need of minimal routine maintenance. If the following 
service points are periodically checked your SNF III will deliver years of trouble free service.  
 
1.  Periodically check for any loose hardware and tighten as necessary.  
2.  Always maintain a tire pressure of 14 PSI / 97kPa in both the Drive (#8) and Trailer (#9) tires.  
3.  After routine use, wash down to remove all debris buildup.  
4.  Periodically is it recommended to remove the chain guard cover (#10) and check for 
  debris buildup..clean as required. At this time check the chain (#45) deflection and adjust as  
 required per(fig. 2c). It is recommended not to grease the chain but instead apply a light coat  
 of a dry silicone spray lubricant.. this will minimize dirt buildup on the chain drive components.  
 
NOTE: REPLACE THE CHAIN GUARD COVERS AND NEVER OPERATE THE SNF III WITHOUT THE 
COVERS PROPERLY INSTALLED.  
5.  There are two points that require grease lubrication (fig 3a & 3b) 
  a. Trailer wheel hub / Spindle (#9 / 34)  
  b. Trailer axle pivot bearing (#20)   
 It is important to keep these points properly lubricated, however, always wipe away excess   
 grease t prevent damage to surfaces being groomed.  
6.  It is recommended to store the SNF III inside, However, this may not always be possible.. at   
 lease disconnect the control box harness and store inside.  
7.  If the actuator (#7) fails to function check the following:  
  - that the battery connections are securely attached.  
  - that the harness wiring has not been damage 
  - all harness connections are securely connected and corrosion free 
  - check fuse (#37) if blown, replace with 25 amp standard mini automotive fuse. 
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Transporting Sweep N Fill III 

1.  When transporting the SNF III from one grooming location to the next, it is recommended to  
 always raise the SNF III by fully retracting the Actuator (#7). This will raise the Drive   
 Wheels (#8) off the ground and lower the transport Wheels (#9) as shown in (fig 3). By doing  
 this when transporting the brush life will significantly inceased.  
2.  WARNING: The SNF III is not designed for highway towing! The recommended maximum  
 transport speed is 15 mph/ 24/ kmh

Storage Recommendations 

1.  It is recommended to always store the SNF III inside to prevent weather damage.  
 When not possibly, at a minimum disconnect the Actuator Control Box (#35) and store inside.  
2.  The SNF III has built in storage stands on the rear of the machine which allows for vertical  
 storage as shown in (fig. 4) 
 
WARNING: Use caution when raising and lowering the SNF III. It is heavy.. ask fro assisstance.  

3.  The SNF III is heavy (176kgs) and must be stored against a wall and secured with appropriate  
 straps and chains.  
4.  If possible, store the SNF III out of direct sunlight. Constant exposure to ultraviolet light will  
 deteriorate the brush fibres after a period of time. 
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Bill of Materials 
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Sweep N Fill III Electrical Diagram 
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Registration / Warranty Card 

NOTE:  

In order to validatethe warranty, the registration / warranty post card below must be  
completed in full and submitted within 30 days of purchase. 
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